
Regions & Class Registrations 
   Sep 23, 2023 

Registration: 
The first time you take any class, you must take it with the teacher of your region. The regions 
and their associated teacher are listed above, and the regions will be labeled on the VH Schedule 
page. 

Region 1: Eastern & East-Central US: All states including and east of: MN, IO, MO, AR, MI. 
   (Lorraine) 
Region 2: Central & East Canada, with these provinces: ON, MB, SK. (Lorraine) 
Region 3: Western & Central US: All states including & west of TX, OK, KS, NB, SD, ND, HI;
         and Western Canada, including BC & AB. (Gailynn) 
Region 4: Western & Eastern Europe, the UK & Israel. (Anthony) 
Region 5 (translated in to Spanish): South & Central America, except Brazil (Region X), and  
  Mexico. (various teachers).  
Region 6: Australia, New Zealand & SE Asia. (Daniel) 
Region X: Everywhere else, including Brazil, and can take classes with any teacher. 

Repeaters: check with teacher first, except for Deepening w/Merlin or Sensing I. 

Region Rule Exceptions 
 Anyone who needs Spanish translation may take Region 5 classes. 
        Anyone can take any Deepening with Merlin class with any teacher.  
 Anyone can repeat any class with any teacher, but because we want to regulate the number 
  of repeaters with respect to the number of new students in a class, all repeaters  
  should check with the teacher to see if there is room before registering – except for 
  Sensing I and Deepening with Merlin, which are expected to have many repeaters.   
 Classes given by only one teacher are open to everyone. Classes taught by more than one 
  but not all teachers – for example, Jewel and Genetics – are open to more areas than that 
  teacher’s usual region, and the VH schedule would indicate which  additional regions 
  may take the class.  
 If there is a class a student wants to take that is/was not being offered by the teacher in their 
  ‘region’, either in the same year that other teachers are offering it or the next year, then 
  it can be taken with another teacher, BUT the students needs to first check with the  
  teacher of their region to see if they are planning to give the class but just haven’t gotten 
  it on the schedule yet. 

Classes Online & In-person: Certain classes, such as Kundalini, TimeLines and the Earthworks
classes, among others, can only be taught in-person. In-person classes are not region restricted 
unless stated. The rest of the classes will be online, although a teacher may offer any of those 
classes in-person if the situation seems right.  


